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THE LABEL   
Zoë Carol is at the vanguard of a 

new wave of Ir ish labels, informed by 

economy of expression and confidence of 

execution. The Zoë Carol design language 

is spare, with uncomplicated tailoring 

conveying a minimal, timeless modernity 

and lightness of touch. 

Texture and structure are always at the 

fore, underscored by a neutral, organic 

colour palette. Simple clean lines and 

functionality are a defining feature

of these effor tless (future)

wardrobe classics.

THE DESIGNER   
Born and raised in Hong 

Kong and Galway, Ireland, 

Zoë Wong graduated from 

Trinity College Dublin 

before moving to New 

York City to study Fashion 

Design at Parsons The New 

School for Design.

Following graduation in 

2009 she worked with 

International brands - 

TSE, Libra Leather and Pour La Victoire. 

During this period of apprenticeship Zoë 

cultivated her knowledge of craftsmanship 

and raw materials, working in the fields of 

knitwear design, leather and shoe design.

This innate respect for form, tempered 

with a modern sophistication, is evident 

throughout her work.  

FW15 COLLECTION INSPIRATION

The FW15 collection is inspired by three 

aspects of Spanish culture; Guerra Civil, 

Torero Juan José Padilla & Flamenco 

dance. These three star ting points are 

activated by W. Eugene Smith’s photo 

essay entitled ‘Spanish Village’. This moving 

photographic por trait of daily life in rural 

Spain during the rule of dictator Francisco 

Franco first appeared in LIFE magazine in 

1951. Smith’s photographs of life in the 

little village of Deleitosa reveal a simple 

community centred around the rituals of 

their Catholic church. 

The collection is built on 

a pared back silhouettes 

in a monochromatic 

palette with flashes of 

vibrant red. Asymetric 

ruffles and hemlines 

inject drama echoing                          

the movement of the 

traje de flamenca. Chiffon, 

brocade, and cashmere 

wool are combined in 

sympathetic yet

unexpected ways.



Dress: ZCFW1503 Dress: ZCFW1505   Arm-Warmers: ZCFW1514



Dress: ZCFW1505   Top: ZCFW1508 Top: ZCFW1510  Skir t: ZCFW1509



Dress:  ZCFW1513 Top: ZCFW1504  Skir t: ZCFW1502



Coat: ZCFW1501Top: ZCFW1506  Skir t: ZCFW1509



Photographer: Aaron Hurley
Model: Ellen at Distinct Model Management

Stylist: Brian Conway
Set Art Director: Shane Kenna at Oh Hi Friend

Copy & Design: Mr & Mrs Stevens
Hair : Maricia Horan at Davey Davey

Make-up: Blue Evans
Top: ZCFW11  Skir t: ZCFW12
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